
The ‘Q’ day 
(ISI Hasan, Herald Magazine)  
 
I am worried about myself. I have started reading Herald 
backwards. I open the Herald from the backside and start with the 
last word.  
 
Such putrid journalism and yet such a joy to read. There must me 
something wrong with me. For many months I resisted writing 
about it, what will people think about me…? But with his recent 
“Q day” piece I can’t resist it anymore. When something makes 
you chuckle and chortle aloud, there must be something really 
weird happening to my sense of humor or the text that I am 
reading. Wrong or right or funny are all relative terms.  
 
ISI Hasan’s idea about extermination of certain people, known or 
unknown is very basic and common to our national psyche. 
Remember Hakim Said, Shahid, the Judge and his son.…. (the list 
is very long), we do that everyday as a matter of routine. Look at 
the Roads and crossings of Karachi, our mega Asylum (it’s your 
prerogative to take that as safe haven but I meant the madhouse). 
The best looking faces, in their best looking dresses, in their best 
looking cars risk not only their own lives but everyone in the close 
vicinity by dashing through the red light. So proudly we play this 
Russian roulette everyday but I think probably deep inside we just 
love red, the color of blood. The blinkered ordinary folks blindly 
follow sahibs. 
 
His idea to observe a Q day is brilliant. I think we should take it 
seriously if we the have the slightest worry for our institutions. 
Nations can only survive, (that is gracefully), with strong 
institutions, the most important of all being the judiciary. This day 
will bring shame to us all and keep reminding us of what we 
desperately need, a strong judiciary, the most vital organ of the 
state. Insaaf aur Qanoon. Maybe we will wakeup some day. This 



pun is intelligent, if we have not closed the all the doors of 
accepting a lesson or two. 
 
I am also worried about ISI Hasan. Some may take his first three 
initials as a personal threat but then may be he gets his strength 
from these very letters. Like many others I too am worried that one 
fine day the last word will not be there and we will have to start the 
Herald from the first page. I pray that this does not happen and he 
stays with us till his old age. 
What’s his age anyway? 
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